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Alpha ($ALPHA) is strictly a utility token and not a security or any form of investment 
of any sort. $ALPHA is utilized as a voucher and a loyalty reward system that enables 
individuals to gain access to our platforms and services. There is no tie or correlation 
between Alpha Share’s leadership or contractors efforts to the price of the Alpha ($AL-
PHA) utility token. I understand Alpha ($ALPHA) is NOT an investment of money, not in 
a common enterprise, purchasers should hold no expectation of profits from holding 
tokens, where those profits are derived primarily from the efforts of others.
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Introduction
Alpha Shares is aiming to solve emerging issues in the NFT space 
around	utility	specific	NFTs	as	well	as	decentralizing	the	ownership	
and fee structure of NFT Marketplaces. 

Existing marketplaces simply were not designed to cater to the ev-
er-growing cryptosphere, and simply cater to ETH and where NFTs 
are today, not where they are going to be in the future. To solve these 
issues Alpha Shares has built a next-generation NFT Marketplace to 
set a new standard. 

Alpha Shares was founded in March of 2022 by two profession-
als who met over dinner with the common goal of creating value in 
Web3	in	ways	not	yet	seen	before.	There	were	plenty	of	ideas	flow-
ing,	most	of	which	required	a	significant	amount	of	initial	capital	for	
legal retainers, documentation, CPA retaining, etc. and we knew we 
had to bootstrap that capital. 

On	February	19th,	2022	Alpha	Nodes	was	launched,	a	reflection	to-
ken with a built in growing treasury. Alpha Nodes launched through 
the adversity of a bear market but managed to grow organically to a 
$12 million market cap in just under 4 weeks, pay out over $1,000,000 
in rewards to holders in just over 5 weeks, and grow a substantial 
treasury for reinvestment. 

This treasury enabled the formation of Alpha Shares and the start 
of development on the AlphaShare Marketplace. This success 
showed us that we can bootstrap our company in a DeFi fashion and 
be	the	first	to	develop	such	a	platform	with	no	VC	funds,	no	lock	in,	
no private ownership, no traditional system. 

 

Disclaimer 
The information explained in this whitepaper does not constitute investment advice, 
financial advice, trading advice, or any other sort of advice and you should not treat 
any of this whitepapers’ details as such. Alpha Shares LLC does not guarantee any 
returns or price action, which can be subject to the overall market conditions. This 
material does not take into account individuals’ particular investment objectives, fi-
nancial situation or needs and is not intended as recommendations appropriate for 
them. Do conduct your own due diligence and participate wisely

1.

Now it’s time to move to Phase 2  –  
Retain DeFi ownership and grow as Alpha Shares.
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Current Market  
Overview
2.1 > Existing Market Share Financials

Over the last 6 months, the NFT Market overall did on average 
$5 billion dollars per month in total volume across all chains and mar-
ketplaces.	There	was	significant	growth	in	the	non-ETH	NFT	volume	
compared to the previous year. It’s safe to say - NFTs aren’t going 
anywhere, and they are being adopted multi-chain quicker than ever 
before. 

As you can see in this chart, the past 6 months have seen explosive 
growth for the NFT Market, with the year over year volume increase 
at a whopping 1,840%. March of 2021 had a total monthly volume of 
just	over	$314	Million,	and	March	of	2022	is	already	at	$5.78	Billion	as	
of this writing. 

This asset class will continue to increase in total volume as this 
niche market is more widely adopted, and more utility is brought to 
NFTs as a whole. OpenSea arguably has the largest market share in 
the NFT marketplace space, averaging over $100 million per day in 
volume	since	the	start	of	2022.	Looks	Rare	is	right	on	their	coattails	
with a similar $100-$200 million in average daily volume. 

Credit to Dune.xyz
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Credit to Dune.xyz

OpenSea Daily Volume in USD on ETH
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LooksRare Daily Volume in USD on ETH

These volumes are only representative of the Ethereum network. 
With this much adoption on just one network, it’s an easy assump-
tion that as more networks become more widely adopted, NFTs will 
come along for the ride.

Current Market Overview
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2.2 > Current Marketplace Drawbacks

OpenSea was founded in 2017, over a year before the foundations of 
DeFi	(Decentralized	Finance)	were	established.	The	majority	of	the	
NFTs that are traded on the biggest platforms have their main utility 
as a store of value (due to high demand and prices for these limited 
collections) and then other community based utilities that are main-
ly	secondary	to	the	profile	pic	worthiness.	Most	of	these	collections	
trade	off	of	hype,	rarity,	status	and	pride,	and	only	grow	significant	
real-world utility after-the-fact. 

As the world of DeFi permeates into every corner of the cryptosphere, 
developers	have	started	to	utilize	NFTs	as	a	method	of	proving	own-
ership	of	a	financial	vehicle,	income	producing	asset,	or	ownership	
in	a	brand	or	community.	A	new	wave	of	NFTs	is	on	the	horizon	which	
focuses on the utility aspect of these non-fungible tokens, having 
the	profile	picture	art	secondary	to	the	functionality	they	offer.	

These types of NFTs are far more complex than traditional art, and 
therefore often violate the Terms of Service of the major market-
place players. These large marketplaces are established in the 
current NFT scene and don’t want to add any liability to innovate for 
these utility driven NFTs. 

Some smaller marketplaces have allowed the trading of these util-
ity driven NFTs, but only in the same fashion as traditional NFTs - 
this created issues. Alpha sees this as an open door to an untapped 
market	that	needs	extra	functionality	and	flexibility	baked	into	the	
marketplace. 

A glaring issue in DeFi is the absolute fact that most “passive in-
come” streams in this space come from Investor B and go back to 
Investor A. Not true utility. Alpha Shares saw an opportunity to cre-
ate true utility and value, and share that value with our holders while 
also	being	one	of	the	first	profile	picture	worthy	NFTs	in	the	space.	
 

We want to leverage our community based NFTs to enable  
our holders to partake in DeFi ownership of a real brand. 
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Alpha Shares Solution
3.1 > AlphaShare Marketplace

AlphaShare is a premium NFT marketplace designed around the 
ever-changing	cryptocurrency	landscape	and	the	first	marketplace	
to	 cater	 to	 Decentralized	 Finance	 (DeFi).	 AlphaShare	 is	 the	 first	
brand under the Alpha Shares LLC company and has been developed 
to not only solve the issues current marketplaces and protocols 
face, but also be positioned to adapt and cater to this evolutionary 
space. AlphaShare is a proactive marketplace rather than a reactive 
one,	something	absolutely	necessary	when	dealing	with	the	cutting	
edge. From the ground up AlphaShare has been developed with me-
ticulous thought and planned design from only former Fortune 500 
employees - professionals in their industry. This marketplace will 
have the most premium feel and intuitive user experience, some-
thing lacking in most other cryptocurrency marketplaces.

3.2 > AlphaShare value to other protocols

AlphaShare will have the ability to allow listed partner projects the 
ability	 to	 utilize	 their	 native	 token	 on	 our	marketplace,	 aiding	 our	
partner protocols’ ecosystems. 

We	 are	 providing	 the	 flexibility	 to	 protocols	 to	 utilize	 their	 native	
token in ways only currently available for an in-house marketplace. 
The Alpha Shares team understands the speed at which develop-
ment	needs	to	happen,	and	the	majority	of	protocols	utilizing	NFTs	
just don’t have the capacity or timeline to get a marketplace up 
and running alongside their product. AlphaShare will be that go-to 
marketplace, with a white-glove approach to onboarding new part-
ner	projects	in	a	dynamic	yet	efficient	way.	

The marketplace will have all of the functionality a traditional mar-
ketplace has, and then some. The experience for other projects to 
list	with	us	will	be	straightforward	and	simple	-	they	access	a	specific 
portal	on	our	site,	fill	out	necessary	information	about	their	project,	
and	our	team	will	begin	to	apply	any	custom	functions,	filters,	etc.	 
to	that	specific	project’s	listing	page.	Seamless.	Quick.	Efficient.	

3.

AlphaShare’s	core	functionality	is	designed	around	flexibility	 
and being able to adapt to the growing needs of cryptocurrency  
protocols, especially those in the DeFi space using NFTs. 
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AlphaShare will also have a companion launchpad product launching 
just a few weeks after the main launch. This launchpad will enable 
protocols aiming to generate utility driven NFTs to have a seamless 
experience from the NFT creation process, minting, trading, royal-
ties	and	more.	The	additional	functionality	AlphaShare	will	offer	will	
enable NFT utility never seen before. 

3.3 > How do $ALPHA Holders Benefit?

This next section is core to Alpha Shares and a crucial part of what 
drives	 the	 company	 and	makes	 it	 so	 unique.	 Decentralization	 is	 a	
buzzword	in	the	crypto	space,	but	it	has	deep	meaning	and	reason-
ing	that	we	find	necessary	to	 interweave	throughout	our	protocol.	
Most companies working to achieve what Alpha Shares is doing will 
raise venture capital, private equity, or private capital from accredit-
ed investors to seed and fund their business. 

Those	investment	authorities	are	very	centralized,	and	the	majority	
of the ROI goes back to those initial seed investors. You, the reader 
of this whitepaper and holder of the $ALPHA token, will replace the 
role of traditional seed investors. 

Since the Alpha Shares NFT collection will only be a collection of 
10,000, there will only ever be a maximum of 10,000 holders within 
the universe of Alpha projects. The scarcity behind the number of 
“shares” ensures future sustainability for the holders of these NFTs 
as they will never be diluted. 

As the volume driven to AlphaShares increases, the amount of 
rewards paid out to our NFT holders will also increase and dynam-
ically pay out proportional earnings. Our Alpha Shares NFT holders 
will take the driver’s seat of a traditional venture capitalist, private 
equity	firm	or	private	investor.	Their	ownership	is	irrevocably	proven	
on the blockchain through these Non Fungible Tokens. Owners of 
these NFTs will be able to stake them on the AlphaShare dashboard 
to earn passive proportional income and claim pending rewards at 
any time. 

Alpha Shares Solution

Alpha Shares will be proving this ownership of the Alpha brand 
through our collection of limited 10,000 NFTs launching alongside 
the AlphaShare marketplace, and the utility of our $ALPHA token.
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A commonly asked question is, “What value do my $ALPHA tokens 
have once all 10,000 NFTs have been minted out?” Great question. 
The $ALPHA token will receive a substantial amount of the transac-
tion fees from the NFT Marketplace through automated buybacks. 
When a user trades an NFT, 2.5% of that transaction is taken as a fee, 
half of which (1.25%) is split and immediately sent as a purchase to 
the $ALPHA chart. Those purchased $ALPHA tokens are then sent to 
a reward pool that loads a balance to pay out the NFT stakers. With 
more trading volume on the marketplace means more automatic pur-
chases of $ALPHA on the open market. 

As we continue to grow, the amount of purchased $ALPHA will out-
pace	the	amount	of	emitted	$ALPHA	in	our	initial	reward	model.	

The $ALPHA token will evolve from a traditional dividend token to a 
marketplace transaction dividend token, allowing holders to yield 
a share of fees from the marketplace in the native token, i.e. AVAX. 
We have seen similar models used in both LOOKS and BIFI tokens to 
much success. While 50% of the marketplace fees will be paid to our 
limited NFT stakers, 20% will be used to create a circular rewards 
system. Owners of $ALPHA can stake and earn AVAX, which they 
can then use to buy an NFT. Once they have one of the 10,000 NFTs, 
they can stake it to earn more ALPHA, which can be staked to earn 
more fees.

You can see that this circular value-creation system keeps and re-
tains	value	inside	of	the	system,	incentivizing	users	through	game	
theory to continue to accumulate and hold. Countless games such 
as Crabada have used this insular value system to retain interested 
parties and continue to provide massive rewards to their user base.

As time goes on, the marketplace activity will increase as third par-
ty collections are added, which creates more fees and value for this 
system,	constantly	incentivizing	and	proofing	the	benefits	of	taking	
the greediest route which aligns with common crypto game theory 
successes. The common theme here is that Alpha Share is focused 
on real value creation, and not a transfer of wealth. The marketplace 
platform is Software as a Service that creates inherent value, and 
that	value	is	redistributed	to	our	holders	in	a	decentralized	fashion	
using our utility token. 

Overall, the $ALPHA tokens should remain valuable since  
they are the driving token of this complete ecosystem. 

Alpha Shares Solution
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Platform Managers 
& Artists

Treasury 
(Protocol)

20 %

30 %Constant Buy Pressure
ALPHA is purchased on the 
open market automatically  
and sent to the NFT Staking 
Pool, resulting in constant  
buy pressure on the token.

50 %

2 %  
Royalties on  

Alpha NFTs

Transaction Fee Profit Splitting

Marketplace

2.5 %  
Transaction 
 Fee

Fees TBD

Future  
Projects

NFT  
Staking Pool

ALPHA Token  
Single Staking Pool

AVAX

Alpha Shares Solution
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The AlphaShare  
Experience
4.1 > Genesis Mint

The	first	batch	of	NFTs	to	be	released	will	be	our	Genesis	collection	
catered toward our early adopters and more established holders. 
This collection requires the bidding wallet to contain a minimum of  
2 Trillion (2,000,000,000,000) $ALPHA tokens in order to place a bid, 
win an auction, and take ownership of a Genesis NFT. 

These	Genesis	NFTs	will	be	auctioned	off	and	bid	on	with	AVAX,	and	
this	AVAX	will	be	utilized	back	into	the	protocol.	

4. 

This collection of NFTs will be very limited, and represents only 1.57% 
of the total number of NFTs. These NFTs will come at the highest pre-
mium but also emit the highest levels of rewards. Since these are so 
exclusive	and	limited	in	nature	we	can	sustainably	offer	much	higher	
weighted rewards for these NFTs. 

Genesis NFT Tiers and Starting Bids:

47x

RONIN 
WOLF

 
40 AVAX 

100x

LONE 
WOLF

 
20 AVAX 

10x

APEX 
WOLF

 
60 AVAX 
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4.2 > Base Alpha Wolf Mint

The	base	9,843	Alpha	Wolf	NFTs	will	be	open	to	mint	once	the	Gen-
esis auctions have completed, and this mint will be rolled out on a 
schedule. 1,000 Base NFTs will be available for mint per week. 
These base Alpha NFTs will be minted using the $ALPHA token and 
will cost 100 Billion $ALPHA tokens + a 0.2 AVAX mint fee. The 
mint	will	begin	with	a	24-hour	period	during	the	first	batch	for	our	
OGs and Whitelist members to mint their NFTs early. Once our OG 
and Whitelist slot has ended, the public mint will open and a total of 
1,000 Base Alpha NFTs will be available to mint. Once all 1,000 NFTs 
have been minted in that week, there will be no more minting until 
the next 7-day period begins and the next 1,000 NFTs unlock. The 
maximum mint per wallet will be announced closer to launch.

As stated above, the cost of these NFTs will be 100 Billion tokens, 
and there will be 10,000 NFTs. That means that the amount of $AL-
PHA	required	to	fully	mint	out	the	collection	will	be	the	entire	1	Qua-
drillion token supply. Because of this, we are releasing our NFTs in 
batches of 1,000 in order to keep the supply of $ALPHA on the open 
market	 steady.	 This	 has	 never	 been	 done	 before,	 but	 exemplifies	
the truly exclusive and limited nature of our protocol. The moment 
you have minted your NFT, it will be available to list or trade on our 
marketplace. Our marketplace will support the following currencies 
upon launch: AVAX. This means that our NFTs will be able to be sec-
ondarily purchased on our marketplace using AVAX immediately. 
Fees will be converted into $ALPHA as buys on the chart and the or-
ganic, dynamic reward pool will start to grow. 

Alpha Shares Experience

Visual representation of Alpha NFTs above do NOT represent actual NFT art
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NFT and $ALPHA 
Tokenomics
5.1 $ALPHA Tokenomics

The core tokenomics of the $ALPHA token will remain the same as 
Phase 1 except: 

• Total Supply:  
1,000,000,000,000,000 $ALPHA  
(1	Quadrillion)

• Max Wallet Size:  
2.5% of Total Supply  
(25,000,000,000,000 $ALPHA)

• Max Transaction (Buy/Sell):  
1% of Total Supply  
(10,000,000,000,000 $ALPHA)

• Single Staking Alpha: 
The single staking $ALPHA pool will reward either AVAX or USDC 
and	will	be	capped	at	80%	of	the	rewards	a	base	NFT	earns.	See	
section 5.2 for rates. 

5. 

• 1,000,000,000,000,000 
$ALPHA

All	taxes	will	be	removed.	There	will	no	longer	be	an	18%	buy/sell	tax	
once the minting schedule begins after the Genesis NFTs auctions 
have completed. 
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APEX 
WOLF

6 billion 
tokens /day

5.2 > Alpha NFT Tokenomics

All 10,000 NFTs (Genesis and Base) will begin to emit rewards im-
mediately once the Genesis Auction completes and the base NFTs 
are	available	 for	minting.	The	 initial	 rewards	will	be	 incentivized	by	
rewards	pools	created	from	the	mint	and	will	pay	out	a	fixed	ROI	that	
decays on a monthly schedule. It is our goal to provide rewards to our 
holders immediately, but quickly phase out any traditional rewards 
mechanics with our circular value-creation system. See below:

 

 

$ALPHA Staking
Staking will begin using the dynamic fee volume model, so the APR 
cannot	be	estimated.	The	staking	pool	will	be	filled	using	20%	of	the	
collected platform fees, or 0.5% of the total trading volume. 

Rewards
The rewards % will be based on the cost of a base Alpha NFT or 
100 Billion $ALPHA tokens. That is to say, the Apex, Ronin and VIP 
NFT rewards % will not be based on their final auction prices, but 
the initial base Alpha NFT mint cost.

Rewards

NFT and $ALPHA Tokenomics

LONE 
WOLF
1 billion 

tokens /day

RONIN 
WOLF

2.6 billion 
tokens /day

ALPHA 
WOLF

333 million 
tokens /day
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Static Reward Decay Schedule:
Once all NFTs have been minted, a decay schedule will begin that will 
run until income from the marketplace and other future companion 
products	is	sufficient	to	cut	over	to	the	dynamic	rewards	model.	

The dynamic model will be a complete move away from any reward 
pools created by the NFT mint and transfer to a model where ALL re-
wards paid to holders will come completely from income produced in 
the form of platform fees. 

The	decay	schedule	will	give	us	the	necessary	runway	to	incentivize	
our rewards until our platform generates enough fees that are re-
flected	back	to	our	10,000	NFTs.	

Static Decay model: – 33 % yield /month

100 b

50 bReference cost  
(mint price)

0
Month 1 Month 4Month 3Month 2 Month 5 Month 6 Etc.

NFT and $ALPHA Tokenomics
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5.3 > How $ALPHA Fits In

The $ALPHA token is at the core of this entire ecosystem and what 
drives its economics. Whenever a trade is made on AlphaShare 
1.25% (half of the total fees taken) of that volume is automatically 
used to purchase $ALPHA on the open market, and send that $AL-
PHA to our NFT Staking reward pools. 

That same $ALPHA will be the method of payment that our NFT stak-
ers will collect their rewards in. 

The weights of each tier of NFT will be the same ratio as the initial re-
wards emissions. The Apex NFTs will always be weighted 2.308x more 
than Ronin, which are weighted 2.6x that of a Lone, which is 3x the 
rewards of an Alpha. Then the Single sided staking will be dynamic 
and	unable	to	calculate	now.	To	better	explain	this,	here	is	a	simple	
example not to be representative of potential actual rewards.

NFT Tier Weights

NFT and $ALPHA Tokenomics

Example

• Alpha Wolf = 100 million $ALPHA tokens in rewards

• Lone Wolf = 300 million $ALPHA  (3x from previous tier)

• Ronin	Wolf	=	780	million	$ALPHA		(2.6x	from	previous	tier)

• Apex	Wolf	=	1.8	Billion	$ALPHA		(2.308x	from	previous	tier)

RONIN 
WOLF

2.6 x

LONE 
WOLF

3 x

APEX 
WOLF

2.308	x

ALPHA 
WOLF

1 x
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Go To Market Strategy
 
6.1 > B2B Approach (Project Partnerships)

AlphaShare	is	designed	to	be	utilized	by	protocols	looking	for	a	mar-
ketplace that can cater to the functionality they need. Our platform’s 
mission is to enable the future of utility-based NFTs and allow them 
to	 be	 widely	 adopted.	 Current	 marketplace	 issues	 stifle	 protocol	
growth, and AlphaShare will solve that. AlphaShare is already on the 
radar of a number of projects, and we are prepared to thoroughly vet 
existing	and	new	projects	to	be	added	to	our	listings.	The	benefit	to	
both parties will be apparent, and we will constantly improve upon 
our technology to take our partner projects to new heights. 

6.2 > NFT Art Innate Marketing as PFP

Our series of 10,000 Alpha Wolf NFTs are extremely focused on utility, 
but	have	been	intentionally	designed	to	be	used	as	great	profile	pic-
tures.	Alpha	has	worked	with	premier	artists	to	make	sure	the	profile	
picture worthiness of our NFTs will be second-to-none in this arena. 
As	our	NFTs	are	minted	and	revealed,	holders	will	begin	to	show	off	
the	special	traits	they	have	on	their	Alpha	Wolf	by	setting	them	as	
their	profile	picture.	This	creates	brand	awareness	and	recognition	
from people all over crypto social media, not just the current Alpha 
holders.	In	a	way,	this	form	of	marketing	can	be	far	more	cost	effec-
tive than spending the same expense on traditional advertising.

6.3 > Platform as a Service / Launchpad

The NFT landscape is growing at an increasing pace creating more 
and more opportunities for creators. Many of these creators lack 
the network or capabilities to turn their artistic ability or unique 
tokenomics idea into a valuable NFT collection. That’s where the 
AlphaLaunch service comes into play. Soon after the marketplace 
launch,	we	will	release	our	first	companion	product	-	AlphaLaunch.	
AlphaLaunch will enable these creators or developers to work with 
Alpha’s	proficient	development	team,	artists,	marketers	and	more	to	
get	their	idea	off	the	ground.

6. 
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Moving Forward
 
7.1 > Whitelist / OGs 

Alpha will never forget about our OG members, and we would like to 
extend our gratitude to our handful of OGs by allowing them an im-
mediate whitelist into the early mint. 

7. 

Q2 | 2022

• Auction 157 Genesis NFTs

• Mint	remaining	9,843	Base	NFTs

• Release AlphaShare NFT Marketplace

• Establish project partnerships and grow  
the number of listed projects on AlphaShare

• Integrate “Swap” section on marketplace 

• AlphaLaunch launchpad service

• Launch AlphaDEX - Next Generation  
Decentralized	Exchange	experience

Q3 | 2022

• Yield Farming Platform

• Auto Compounding Platform

• Multi-chain Bridge

Q4 | 2022
Alpha Shares goes multi-chain  
to ETH and others 

Q1 | 2023
Alpha Lending  

Platform

7.2 Roadmap
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7.3 > Conclusion  

Alpha Shares is a next generation blockchain company designed 
from the ground up to be innovative and disruptive. The AlphaShare 
marketplace	 is	 the	 first	 product	 of	many,	 and	 gives	 our	 holders	 a	
taste	of	what	we	have	to	offer.	

AlphaShare is here to set a new standard in this dynamic landscape. 
Alpha	NFT	holders	greatly	benefit	from	our	ever-growing	ecosystem	
and constant addition of new income producing companion prod-
ucts that feed our reward pools from real profits that are in turn dis-
tributed to our holders through our utility token. 

@alphashares

@alphashares

/alphashares

https://alphashares.medium.com/
https://twitter.com/alphashares
http://discord.gg/alphashares

